Category V Physical Science Examples
Guiding student interpretation and reasoning
Material C
This program is designed for five years—three years of middle school and the
first two years of high school. Typically, in the middle school materials, a general
question is typically posed at the end of an activity in the student book asking
what the activity showed or what conclusions one might draw from it. The
questions are not specific enough to help students connect their observations to
the ideas the lesson is trying to develop or to their own ideas. For example,
students are asked to put a tea bag with tea in it into water and observe what
happens to it (Level C, p. 56s). Students tear open a tea bag and examine with a
microscope the paper it is made from. A single question is provided (“What does
this suggest to you about the bits of tea that spread out in the water?”) to guide
student interpretation of the activity. The question is too general to help students
connect what they observe to the idea the activity is trying to develop (“the
particles of dissolved solids are too small to be seen”).
In several instances, the middle school materials require students to make big
leaps from observation to inferences. For example, in Level C, Chapter 3: Gulp!,
students do some activities that show a solid residue (calcium carbonate) is left
when tap water evaporates (p. 53s). The Teacher’s Guide (p. 130t) suggests
that “In discussion of the results the students can see that the solid residue must
have come from the water, which had tiny particles of the dissolved substance
spread out through it.” This is the first introduction to the notion of tiny particles
in this chapter. Not only is this too big a leap from observation to inference, there
are no questions that engage students in considering this phenomenon using the
particle theory in the student book.
The high school materials in some instances include relevant questions to help
students make sense of readings and activities related to the kinetic molecular
theory (Level I, p. 316s). However, in other instances they do not (Level I, p.
320s “getting an airing”).

